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Abstract

IoT deployments targeting different application domains are being

unfolded at various administrative levels such as countries, states,

corporations, or even individual households. Facilitating data trans-

fers between deployed sensors and back-end cloud services is an

important aspect of IoT deployments. These data transfers are usu-

ally done using Low Power WAN technologies (LPWANs) that have

low power consumption and support longer transmission ranges.

LoRa (Long Range) is one such technology that has recently gained

significant popularity due to its ease of deployment. In this paper,

we present LoRadar , a passive packet sniffing framework for LoRa’s

Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol, LoRaWAN. LoRadar is

built using commodity hardware. By carrying out passive measure-

ments at a given location, LoRadar provides key insights of LoRa

deployments such as available LoRa networks, deployed sensors,

their make, and transmission patterns. Since LoRa deployments are

becoming more pervasive, these information are pivotal in charac-

terizing network performance, comparing different LoRa operators,

and in emergencies or tactical operations to quickly assess available

sensing infrastructure at a given geographical location. We validate

the performance of LoRadar in both laboratory and real network

settings and conduct a measurement study at eight key locations

distributed over a large city-wide geographical area to provide an

in-depth analysis of the landscape of commercial IoT deployments.

Furthermore, we show the usage of LoRadar in improving the net-

work such as potential collision and jamming detection, device

localization, as well as spectrum policing to identify devices that

violate the daily duty-cycle quota. Our results show that most of

the devices transmitting over the SF12 data rate at one of the survey

location were violating the network provider’s quota.
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•Networks→Networkmeasurement; Sensor networks; Net-

work reliability; • Computer systems organization → Embed-

ded systems.
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1 Introduction

With the growth of Internet of Things (IoT), several IoT-specific

radio access protocols have emerged to address the challenging

communication requirements and energy constraints of IoT de-

vices. Long range IoT communications with minimum power usage

(commonly known as LPWAN protocols) have received particular

attention, with LoRa becoming increasingly popular due to its use

of an unlicensed frequency band, ease of deployment, low cost, and

flexibility in choosing an operator [32]. LoRa sensors are currently

used in applications in the likes of smart cities [12, 25], agriculture

and livestock management [49], transport and logistics [39], and

manufacturing [18]. A total of 133 LoRa operators currently exist

globally [4] and many more customer-managed gateways connect

to open networks such as The Things Network (TTN).1 Hence, it

is important to develop measurement tools that allow the inves-

tigation of performance, utilization, and security aspects of LoRa

networks analogous to the tools available for WiFi and cellular

networks such as inSSIDer [33], Kismet [55], and ETM770 [41].

LoRa measurement tools are especially needed for three reasons;

Network Performance & Troubleshooting. It is important

to monitor performance metrics such as signal strength of sensor

communication, level of congestion for frequency bands in use,

and average rate of packet loss to diagnose the quality of sensor

networks. By analyzing these metrics, network providers are able

to compare their relative network performance and obtain a com-

petitive edge in the market by identifying optimal location for

maximum gateway communication performance. Parties planning

to deploy sensors can uncover marketing opportunities by iden-

tifying the number of active devices and their manufacturers to

understand the density and type of sensors currently deployed.

Situational Awareness. In case of natural disasters or tactical

operations in an unfamiliar territory, it is a common practice to

conduct wireless scans to assess what kind of operational wireless

infrastructure are present and check whether any type of commu-

nication is on-going. Such data gathered can be crucial and provide

vital information about survivors or telemetry from a region where

the support or tactical teams have limited access [21]. Due to its

increasing deployments, we believe LoRaWAN is capable of provid-

ing information comparable to what might be collected from other

wireless networks such as cellular or WiFi networks.

Research & Development. Analysis of data collected through

packet sniffing tools and software have greatly benefited the ad-

vances in wireless technologies such as WiFi and Bluetooth. For

example, significant amount of security and privacy vulnerabilities

in WiFi networks were identified through passive packet sniffing.

As an emerging technology, the real-world performance and vulner-

abilities of LoRa’s MAC layer, LoRaWAN, are yet to be discovered.

Majority of existing LoRa studies are controlled experiments be-

tween known gateways. For instance, Blenn and Kuipers conducted

a large-scale study using an API provided by a LoRaWAN network

provider to obtain the data from all its gateways for a period of six

months [7]. Similarly, Yousuf et al. deployed sensors in a city-wide

setting to measure throughput, coverage and scalability using their

1https://www.thethingsnetwork.org/
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Figure 1: Overview of LoRaWAN communication.

own gateway [57]. In contrast, our focus is to conduct an in-the-

wild analysis, and for that we present LoRadar which is the first

unlicensed measurement tool that leverages the packet logging and

decoding of Semtech to present a deeper level of analysis that is

user-friendly. Our work is complementary to [19] and addresses

its limitations of being able to scan only one-channel at a time

which can lead to packet losses on non-listening channels. LoRadar

uses a commercial grade chip capable of simultaneously scanning 8

channels and obtains data in a passive manner, allowing our work

to freely survey key LoRa deployment locations to achieve an in-

the-wild study. Also, we provide wider analysis as well as various

use cases of LoRadar in this paper.

LoRadar is built using commodity hardware and is not bound

to a network provider. This allows the discovery of key informa-

tion across all network providers such as active LoRa sensors, their

data transfer patterns, activation methods and the networks they

connect to. Next, we carry out a passive network measurement

study of LoRaWAN; analogous to early war-driving for WiFi net-

works [8, 40, 51], and provide insights on early LoRa deployments.

To the best of our knowledge, LoRadar is the first fully fledged open

source LoRaWAN scanning tool and our measurement study is the

first large scale study to characterize LoRaWAN traffic using passive

packet capturing across a multitude of operators. More specifically,

the following are the main contributions of this paper.

• We present LoRadar , a software and hardware framework that

can be easily setup for passively measuring LoRaWAN networks.

• We validate the operation of LoRadar in terms of accuracy and

packet loss ratio by conducting controlled experiments. We show

that the results are accurate for all packet fields and that there is

no significant packet loss in the USB-to-mini PCI-e connection.

• We conduct a large scale measurement study targeting several

key IoT deployment sites covering a large geographical area

and collect network traffic generated by various IoT sensors

connecting to the Internet. Overall, by taking measurements in

eight locations over a total of 56 days, we were able to identify 316

unique LoRa sensors and collect 67,704 data frames transmitted

from the sensors to the LoRa gateways.

• We extract useful insights without any prior knowledge on com-

mercial networks nor by actively connecting to any of the net-

works, e.g, network providers operating in a particular region, IoT

sensor manufacturer information and their data transfer patterns.

• Using the LoRadar measurements, wewere able to identify anoma-

lous LoRa behaviors and breaches of spectrum policy. As exam-

ples, we find that channel distribution in one of the deployment

sites we monitored is poorly managed, with around 90% of trans-

missions clustered at one data rate. We also find that in another

site, around 85% of sensors transmit more often than advised.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

we provide a brief background on LoRa protocols and operation. In

Section 3, we explain the LoRadar hardware and software setup,

with experimental validation of the operation of LoRadar presented

in Section 4. In Section 5, we present real-world LoRa deployment

analysis and illustrate various usecases on LoRadar in Section 6.

Section 7 presents related work and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Background

LoRa and LoRaWAN. Long Range (LoRa) refers to a physical

layer access technology that employs a variant of the chirp spread-

spectrum modulation. This modulation is robust to channel noise,

multi-path fading and the Doppler effect, even at low power. There-

fore, LoRa enables low powered transmission of small data rates

(0.3 kbps to 50 kbps) over long distances (up to 15 km in suburban

and 2 km in dense urban areas) [27]. Spreading factor (SF) is one of

the key parameters that impacts the communication performance

of LoRa such as power consumption, range and data rate. SF is

defined as the duration of the chirp, which takes values from 7

to 12. A larger SF means longer time on air and increased energy

consumption. Next, as larger SF are less sensitive to noise, it can

achieve longer communication ranges. The data rate depends on

both the bandwidth and SF. Higher bandwidths and lower SF result

in high data rates.

LoRaWAN is a star topology network architecture developed on

top of the LoRa physical layer for communication between gateways

and sensors. It is aMediumAccess Control (MAC) protocol designed

for transmitting packets and controlling sensors through MAC

commands. Fig. 1 depicts the key components of a LoRaWAN setup.

Uplink and Downlink. LoRa sensors broadcast messages as

an uplink session which is received by all gateways within the cov-

erage area. The gateways listen to these messages over 8 different

channels simultaneously. Online gateways relay the received pack-

ets to a network server, where they are decrypted and CRC checked

for errors. While offline gateways are usually non-operational and

unable to listen to broadcast messages, LoRadar is a special appli-

cation of an offline gateway that listens to the messages without

relaying them. Once received, the network server forwards the re-

layed messages to the application server. Communications between

the gateway, the network server, and the application server are

usually established over the Internet using TCP/IP, usually over a

wired medium.

During a downlink session, the network server encrypts the

message and selects a gateway with the highest uplink signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) and received signal strength indicator (RSSI) to

transmit the message back to the device. The sensor devices receive

downlink messages in three ways: (1) Class A devices open two

short downlink receive windows after each uplink transmission, (2)

Class B devices open additional receive windows at scheduled times,

(3) Class C devices have two receive windows. The second window

remains active until the end device needs to transmit a message.

Sessions in LoRaWAN are predominantly uplink, with most sen-

sors not requiring any downlink response from the gateway. This is

to save downstream capacity and reduce packet loss that stems from
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Field Description

Time Stamp UTC time of when the LoRa frame was received
Channel Intermediate frequency channel receiving the frame
RF Channel Radio frequency chain receiving the frame
Frequency The center frequency of the received signal in MHz
CRC Status The result of the gateway’s CRC test on the frame
Modulation The modulation technique used
Data Rate Data rate identifier
Code Rate Error correction code code rate
SNR Signal to noise ratio of the received packet in dBm
RSSI Received signal streength in dBm
Size Number of octets in the received frame
PHY Payload The frame payload in HEX

Table 1: Description of key fields in a LoRaWAN packet.

Figure 2: PHY payload structure.

gateways being unable to receive messages when it is transmitting

downlink. While downlink sessions provide meaningful insights

about sensors, such as identifying Class B devices through the gate-

way’s timed Beacon messages and identifying sensors exhausting

the gateway by considering downlink acknowledgment messages,

the same information can be obtained through the related bits of the

MAC-payload and the uplink acknowledgment messages, respec-

tively. Therefore, monitoring uplink sessions is more effective in

understanding LoRaWAN behavior, especially when there is limited

hardware to monitor both uplink and downlink simultaneously.

Activation Methods. LoRa IoT devices select between two

means of connecting to a LoRaWAN:Over-the-Air Activation (OTAA)

and Activation by Personalization (ABP). OTAA requires a 64-bit

globally-unique device identifier called DevEUI, an owner-unique

64 bit identifier called AppEUI, and a 128-bit AppKey that is obtained

from the network operator upon registering the device. OTAA ini-

tiates a join procedure prior to transmitting data messages. ABP

directly connects devices without a join procedure to a designated

network by hardcoding a device address (DevAddr), NwkSKey and

AppSKey to the device. Therefore, when an ABP device accesses the

network for the first time or after a re-initialization, it transmits

the ResetInd MAC command in all uplink messages until it receives

a ResetConf command from the network. OTAA is more secure

than APB because new pair of NwkSKey and AppSKey is generated

per session based on two nonces; DevNonce and JoinNonce residing

inside the end device and the gateway respectively. A new pair of

nonces is exchanged at the beginning of every session. Validity

of these messages are checked throughMessage Integrity Check

(MIC) with AES encryption using the AppKey. Replay attacks are

prevented by storing the used nonces at respective places.

Message Types. There are 8 different message types in Lo-

RaWAN. Join Request, Re-join Request, and Join Accept messages

are required only by OTAA prior to participating in data exchanges

with the Network Server. The uplink channels of Join Request and

Re-join Request messages for the targeted network are determined

by the Channel Mask provisioned with OTAA sensors.

The 5 different Data Messages (unconfirmed data up/down, con-

firmed data up/down and proprietary protocol) carry both MAC

commands and application data. Confirmed data messages require

acknowledgement from the receiver. Proprietary messages are only

used by devices that know the corresponding proprietary exten-

sions and follow a different format. Sensors and Network Servers

drop unknown proprietary messages.

LoRaWAN Packet Format. A LoRaWAN packet consists of 12

LoRa related fields, as described in Table 1. The PHY Payload also

contains information regarding device identifiers in Device Address

(DevAddr), as well as message types within the most significant

three bits of the MAC Header (MHDR), which is the first Byte

within PHY Payload as shown in Fig. 2. As DevAddr is provided

by the network server, there is a trace of the network operator

that can be identified by analyzing the DevAddr. As highlighted

in Fig. 2, different prefix configurations (1-3 bytes) of the DevAddr

provide the identification of the connected network servers [37].

The assignment of prefixes to a network operator is done in a way

that a 3-bytes prefix is not a subset of 2-bytes prefix and the 2-bytes

prefix is not a subset of 1-byte prefix. This is to avoid any confusion

when referring to the prefixes to identify the network operator.

3 LoRadar

3.1 Overview

Our measurement setup is based on the fact that LoRa sensors

broadcast messages and any gateway in the range listening on the

same frequency band is able to pick them up. By building an offline

LoRaWAN gateway that logs all the messages sent by nearby LoRa

sensors and extracting key information, we are able to capture

packets sent by LoRa sensors in the neighborhood of LoRadar .

Indeed, as the data is encrypted with the AppSKey, we are unable

to read the packet payload. However, we are able to read all the

information in the packet header and extract significant amount of

wireless link quality related parameters and deployment statistics.

This enables understanding the LoRaWAN deployments.

Due to the diversity in LoRa sensor and gateway hardware setups,

we believe LoRadar must support not only commercial gateways

but also custom-built LoRa gateways. Custom-built gateways lever-

aging single board computers are increasing in popularity due to

their low cost (up to 3-times less). Such gateways usually rely on

either Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI ) or USB-to-mini PCI-e connec-

tion to operate. To support all variants, we propose three different

versions of LoRadar as further discussed in the next Section.

3.2 Different LoRadar Configurations

We present three different configurations of LoRadars to provide

support for any commercial and two types of custom-built gateways.

As shown in Table 2, Configurations 1 and 2 are custom-built and

differ in hardware and connection. Configuration 3 is a commercial

gateway that uses our custom logger to collect and extract the data

at the gateway level. The components of each configuration are

shown in Fig. 3.
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(a) LoRadar Configuration 1 (b) LoRadar Configuration 2 (c) LoRadar Configuration 3

Figure 3: Breakdown of components used for LoRadars.

No. Data Rate Sensor Type Interval [s] Activation

1 SF7 Temperature & Humidity [15] 30 ABP
2 SF7 Temperature & Humidity 30 ABP
3 SF7 Dragino GPS Tracker [17] 60 ABP
4 SF7 Dragino GPS Tracker 60 ABP
5 SF8 LoRa GPS Tracker [16] 150 ABP
6 SF9 RN2903 Transmitter [34] 150 ABP
7 SF10 RN2903 Transmitter 300 ABP
8 SF11 RN2903 Transmitter 300 ABP
9 SF12 RN2903 Transmitter 300 ABP
10 SF12 GPS Tracker [14] 1500 OTAA
11 SF12 GPS Tracker 1500 OTAA

Table 3: Summary of LoRa sensors used in validation.

Config. LoRa Hardware Connection Software

1 mTAC LORA [53] USB-to-mPCIe Packet Logger
2 RAK831 [46] SPI Packet Logger
3 Kerlink Wirnet Station [22] Ethernet Python Program

Table 2: Summary of LoRadar configurations.

LoRadar Configuration 1. Raspberry Pi 3 [47] was used as the

single board computer. We used SX1301 LoRa chip used in mTAC-

LORA-915, a gateway accessory card from MultiTech suitable for

both 915 MHz and 923 MHz ISM frequency bands, to capture LoRa

packets. SX1301 digital baseband chip has the capability of scanning

8 channels simultaneously for preambles of all data rates at all times.

Also, the chip is capable of demodulating 8 packets of data simulta-

neously. Therefore, in LoRadar , all 8 uplinks in 923MHz ISM band

and all 8 uplinks used by The Things Network in 915MHz ISM band

are scanned and demodulated at all times. The demodulation can

be done at any data rate in the incoming data packets. A fibreglass

1/2 wave 860-960 MHz antenna with 6 dBi gain was attached to the

LoRa card. Connection between Raspberry Pi 3 and the LoRa card

was made with a mini PCI-e to USB adaptor. A 32 GB microSD card

was inserted for data storage and power was supplied through a mi-

cro USB cable. We used the libloragw library [25] for the Raspberry

Pi to access the LoRa card and configure radio frequencies. The

922.0-923.4 MHz band-plan setting was selected for 923 MHz, while

sub-band 2 was selected for the 915 MHz ISM band based on their

popularity among network providers in the country of interest. On

top of the library, we collected data through a LoRa packet logger

software [26] which records all LoRa packets received by the LoRa

card. We selected this based on the convenience of not having to

register the gateway on a particular network server and its feature

to export data in a csv format. We configured the Raspberry Pi to

automatically initiate the packet logger software upon powering

on and obtaining the correct time via the Internet.

LoRadar Configuration 2. The hardware setup is near iden-

tical to Configuration 1 apart from the following differences. For

capturing LoRa packets, we used RAK831, a gateway accessory

from RAK wireless that supports both 915 MHz and 923 MHz ISM

frequency bands. The gateway accessory is still based on the same

SX1301 LoRa chip used in mTAC-LoRa-915, but the connection to

the Raspberry Pi 3 is made through SPI. We configured the liblor-

gaw library to address the different connection setting. The same

frequency band-plan setting were used as Version 1 and a 1/2 wave

860-960 MHz antenna with 2 dBi gain was attached to RAK831.

Similar to Configuration 1, the LoRa packet logger software was

used to collect LoRaWAN packets.
LoRadar Configuration 3. KerlinkWirnetTM Station 923 MHz

gateway was used to capture LoRa packets. This gateway has 915-

928 MHz ISM band LongRangeTM bidirectional communications

capabilities and uses a processor based on ARM 926EJS core for

calculations. A fiberglass 1/2 wave 860-960 MHz antenna with 6

dBi gain was connected to the gateway. Gateway was powered

over an Ethernet cable and connected to a Raspberry Pi 3 using

the Ethernet interface. A 32 GB microSD card was inserted for

data storage and powered through a micro USB cable. First, we

signed into the gateway using the Raspberry Pi. Next, we scraped

data from log files of the gateway and processed using a python

program, and generated csv format data output similar to other

versions. Gateway logs were saved periodically to a Raspberry Pi

to overcome the limited memory capacities of the gateway.

3.3 Data Extraction

Here we explain how information are extracted from LoRa packets.

LoRaWANPacket Filtering. Since we are only monitoring the

uplink traffic, we are able to capture Join Requests, Re-join Requests,

and Data Messages that are initiated by LoRa sensors (c.f. Section 2).

All fields except for FRM Payload inData Messagesare not encrypted

and can be easily observed through packet sniffing. However, all

captured packets using our capturing process may not necessarily

be LoRaWAN packets as there may be other applications that use

the same ISM frequency band. Thus, we apply a series of rules to

filter LoRaWAN packets as described below.

First, we consider region specific configurations to filter the

relevant packets [27]. As we are monitoring in two ISM bands (915

MHz and 923 MHz), we follow the LoRaWAN specification [10]

to select packets that have; i) 125 kHz bandwidth varying from

data rate blocks DR0 to DR5, using coding rate 4/5, and ii) 500 kHz

bandwidth at data rate block DR6.

Next, we filter the packets with permitted message types in

the MHDR (Fig. 2), i.e., Join Requests, Re-join Requests, and Data

Messages by applying the following set of rules;
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• Join Requests and Re-join Requests are initiated by OTAA sensors.

Only the OTAA activated sensors initiate these messages (c.f.

Section 2).

• Join Requests and Re-join Requests should contain 23 bytes.

• The identified Data Messages should contain at least 12 bytes.

• Join Requests and Re-join Requests should be mapped to a device

manufacture and an Application manufacturer (c.f. Section 5.3).

• Data Messages should be mapped to a regional network operator

(c.f. Section 5.2).

Unique Device Identifiers. Unique device identification pro-

cess is different depending on the message type.

Join Requests and Re-join Requests. The DevEUI is a unique ad-

dress assigned to each sensor. Hence, sensors that initiate Join

Requests or Re-join Requests can be identified by referring to the

DevEUI (10-17 bytes of Join Requests or Re-join Requests packets).

Data Messages. The majority (∼86%) of captured traffic contains

Data Messages from DevAddr. DevAddr can be duplicated across

different NwkSKey. Hence, the unique device identification has to

be done by considering other parameters. In general, LoRa sensors

are programmed to transmit data in defined intervals [20]. There-

fore, we also consider the frame count (FCnt) and the timestamp

of the packets to identify unique sensors. We first cluster pack-

ets from the same DevAddr per location. Afterwards, packets are

further clustered based on the packets transmission interval with

a padding of two seconds to account for the latency between the

transmitted message and obtaining the LoRaWAN packet, based

on the maximum time on air of LoRaWAN packets in [3]. We then

assign different clusters to different sensors, which provides an

approximate number of unique devices.

Transmission intervals. Taking per frame transmission inter-

val as the inter-packet time difference is inadequate as LoRaWAN

packets are not guaranteed to successfully reach LoRadar , as further

discussed in Section 4.1. Therefore, we again consider the frame

count differential between successive packets of each sensor and di-

vide the inter-packet time difference by this difference. This means

that transmission intervals can only be calculated from the second

packet received for each sensor. Consequently, we are unable to

provide a transmission interval for sensors that we only receive

one packet from and are not used in any analysis requiring accu-

rate transmission interval. We then assign calculated transmission

intervals to the corresponding packet.

3.4 Information Visualization and APIs

LoRadar also accompanies a visualization dashboard and APIs for

easy data access. The dashboard is built using a Kibana backend and

it provides summarized graphs of metadata such as the RSSI and

SNR distribution, the proportion of sensor activation methods, and

count of unique sensors and observed packets, either globally or

location-wise. We also provide support for exporting data in pcap
format so that packets can be further examined using Wireshark.

Additionally, LoRadar provides support for various information

extraction requests through its Python script of executable func-

tions. It uses the data file output from the scan and shows the

results of the executed function in JSON format. These APIs can

be used to obtain information such as a list of transmitting de-

vices, channel-wise data rate usage, RSSI and SNR distribution,
visible LoRa networks, and compliance spectrum policy. In Fig. 5

we show the ChannelOccupancy API as an example. As illustrated,

the ChannelOccupancy API takes a LoRadar trace as the input and

outputs the percentage of packets observed in each channel for

different data rates. The results can also be filtered for specific data

rate and frequency plan.

All software versions, data extraction code, APIs, and dashboard

tool have been released on https://github.com/ loradar/ loradar_tool.

Figure 4: Screenshot of the Kibana dashboard.

Figure 5: An example API provided by LoRadar.

4 Validation

We validate LoRadar in a testbed to show that its information ex-

traction is accurate and that there is no significant packet loss

by comparing the measurements with the ground truth. We also

validate LoRadar in a real network by confirming the statistical

information with network administrators.

4.1 Validation in a Testbed

A testbed was created using 11 LoRa end devices—9 ABP and 2

OTAA—as shown in Fig. 6 and summarised in Table 3. The ABP

devices were configured to transmit at different data rates, so that

the influence of transmission speed on our data collection platform

could be investigated. We also configured different transmission

intervals ranging from 30 seconds to 1500 seconds to mirror the

real-world application of LoRa devices [50, 54].

We used one of the custom-built configurations (Configuration 1)

and a commercial configuration (Configuration 3) for comparison

since one of our aims is to test whether the USB-to-mini PCI-e

connection used in Configuration 1 contributes to packet loss when
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Figure 6: Sensors used for validation with annotation.

Figure 7: Sample PHY payload from the collected data.

receiving LoRaWAN packets. Previous attempts [36] have shown

that USB connection based gateways lead to packet loss during

downlink transmissions due to the timing delays associated with

USB connections. The gateway transmitted packets at times failed

to reach the sensor within the sensor’s receive window, causing

sensors to re-request the gateway packets. Therefore, we investigate

whether timing delays also affect the receiving capabilties of a USB-

connection based gateway by using Configuration 1 of LoRadar .

First, we investigated whether the information extracted were

correct. Information displayed on the TTN web UI was selected as

the source for ground-truth as TTN is a reputable free LoRaWAN

network provider. We registered one of our sensors with TTN

and compared the information presented on the TTN web UI with

the information we extracted from the same physical payload. As

shown in Fig. 7, our extraction of message type from the MAC

Header, network service provider from the Device Address, and

Frame Count agree with the information on the TTN web UI for

the same LoRa packet.

Second, we compared the data collection capability of the con-

figurations in terms of their proportion of transmitted packets and

message types captured, as well as the number of devices iden-

tified. We placed both the sensors and the two configurations of

LoRadars in our lab, as this eliminates other factors such as building

obstruction to radio waves from contributing to the data loss.

Fig. 8 shows the number of packets captured by different config-

urations of LoRadar in comparison to the actual number of packets

transmitted. The transmitted number of packets were calculated

based on the difference between the first and the last frame count

seen, as each successive LoRa packet increments its frame count by

one. We first investigated whether all of the testbed sensors were

identified by matching the list of DevAddr and DevEUI in the data

with those of our testbed sensors. All testbed sensors were iden-

tified, and the results are presented by filtering the LoRa packets

that were transmitted by these sensors.

Overall, the results show that the USB-to-mini-PCI-e connection

used in Configuration 1 does not result in significant packet loss. In

fact, Configuration 1 captured more packets than the commercial

gateway in some instances. There are uneven numbers of messages

received from each device, but this is expected given the chosen

transmission intervals where devices 1-4 had significantly lower

intervals. Similarly, SF7 is notably higher in count because the same

four devices were configured to transmit with a data rate of SF7.

In terms of message types, none of our sensors were configured

to require the network to confirm the reception of messages. This

is mirrored in the message type figures of Fig. 8, where only Un-

confirmed Data Up and Join Requests are seen. At least 96% of Join

Requests initiated by OTAA devices were captured by both LoRadar

configurations in all scenarios. The drop rate of sensors 1 and 2

also contributed to missed Unconfirmed Data Up messages.

4.2 Validation in a Real Network

Using configuration 1 of LoRadar , we collected data at a central

business district (CBD) for a total of 7 days for both the 915MHz and

923 MHz frequency bands. Based on our data, we identified three

different network server providers under 923 MHz and only one

network server provider under 915 MHz. To validate our measure-

ment, we contacted the personnel responsible for the LoRaWAN

project at the location and learned that sensors were connected

to the 923 MHz frequency band of TTN. Initially, 75 LoRa sensors

that counted pedestrians and measured temperature and humidity

were deployed, with a transmission interval of 900 seconds. How-

ever, only half of the sensors were currently active due to running

out of power. There were 36 devices in our data that satisfied the

characteristics above, and we present the histogram of observed

transmission intervals for those devices in Fig. 9. The transmission

intervals are greater than 900 seconds in our data due to the latency

between the uplink and obtaining the LoRaWAN packet.

5 LoRadar Measurements in the Wild

Next, we conducted a state-wide LoRa network performance and

situational awareness study by deploying LoRadar at a set of ge-

ographically distributed key locations. In this section, we show

how the extracted information can be used for in-depth analysis of

the landscape of LoRa sensor deployments and provide insights on

commercially sensitive information leakage in LoRa networks.

5.1 Data Collection Methodology & Dataset

We deployed LoRadar at a total of eight locations that were selected

based on known LoRa deployment locations listed on reputed on-

line resources such as local newspapers and government announce-

ments, locations with high industrial activity, and other locations

to cover a city-wide large geographical area.

In Fig. 10 we provide a geographical map of the measurement lo-

cations. To obtain an accurate geographical representation in terms

of distance, we first used a mapper API from TTN [29] to identify

the locations of TTN gateways nearest to each of the eight loca-

tions investigated. The range of RSSI for these gateways was also

obtained from the mapper. We divided the range into two groups (≥
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Figure 8: Validation results comparing the packet loss between two configurations of LoRadar.

Message Type
915MHz 923MHz

Pkts Dev Pkts Dev

Join Requests 281 21 110 24
Re-join Requests 60 1 0 0
Confirmed Data 42905 4 1428 11
Unconfirmed Data 2536 69 20382 186

Table 4: Summary of filtered LoRaWAN packets.

Figure 9: Transmission interval distribution at location 5.

≥

Figure 10: Geographical map of measurement locations.

-105 dBm and < -105 dBm) to represent regions as having good or

poor signal strength, respectively. Then, we used Google maps [30]

to mark the exact locations of LoRadar and the TTN gateways. To

obtain a numerical value of the RSSI distance, we measured the

Euclidean distance between the location of each gateway and their

corresponding range of two RSSI groups. The RSSI ranges are rep-

resented by concentric circles, with their Euclidean distances as

the radii. Higher RSSI is illustrated by higher color density. Visual

information shown on Google Maps was removed for anonymity.

For reliability of data and consistency between locations, both

the 915 MHz and 923 MHz gateways were deployed and powered

on at each location for 7 days. LoRadar was deployed both indoor

and outdoor. After each data collection session, gateways were

retrieved and their data transferred to a local computer.

Dataset. The summary of filtered LoRaWAN packets of differ-

ent message types in the two measured frequencies is shown in
Table 4. The total number of sensors, LoRaWAN packets, and net-

work server providers are also annotated in Fig. 10. In contrast

to the controlled validation experiment, we observed a significant

amount of ‘CRC_BAD’ packets due to very low SNR values. We

only considered ‘CRC_OK’ packets for this study to maintain the

accuracy of the results.

Despite the overlap in the RSSI range of some locations (e.g.

locations 1 and 4), we did not observe any redundant sensors. Hence

none of the location-wise values are a subset of one another. We

cluster each location into three categories—residential, industrial,

universities & CBD—based on geographical location and advertised

information of LoRa deployments.

Highest LoRa activities and number of sensors are observed

for Universities and CBD locations. Location 3 has generated the

most number of packets (approximately a few hundreds per hour)

whereas the most number of sensors were observed in Location 5

(108 in total). Upon confirming with the authorities at each of these

locations, we know that pedestrian counters based on passive in-

frared PIR sensors, temperature and humidity sensors are deployed

at Location 5. Locations 1, 2, and 3 are utilizing various sensors

for research experiments. Location 7 was confirmed to have video-

camera based pedestrian counters deployed. Surprisingly, the least

number of sensors and LoRa packets were observed in industrial

locations.

5.2 Network Operators and Sensors

The network operators manage the servers whereDataMessages are

transmitted to. Some providers operate world-wide, e.g., The Things

Network and Actility [2]. However, most of the network providers

operate only in some specific countries/regions, e.g., SENET in USA

and Swisscom in Europe. Based on the device configurations during

the activation process, the network servers assign device addresses

to devices. OTAA devices automatically receive a DevAddr when

joinedwith Join Requests. ABP devices have to request for aDevAddr

from the network server during the manual activation process.

Fig. 12 shows the total packet counts and the number of observed

unique sensors according to the network operator aggregated over

all the locations. TTN is the most popular operator for LoRa sensors

deployed. Overall, more sensors appear to be deployed on 923 MHz
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Sensor Manufacturer Count Products

Digital Matter Pty Ltd 6 GPS trackers & accelerometers
Multitech Systems Inc. 15 IoT development kits
Microchip Technology Inc 1 General radio modules
Decentlab GmbH 1 Temperature humidity sensors
Turbo Technologies Co. 1 Detectors (smoke & vehicle)
Espressif Inc 4 IoT development kits
Novasonics 1 Unknown
Unidentified (Cravis Co. Ltd) 15 Unknown

Table 5: Sensor Manufacturers.
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Figure 11: Spatial configurations.
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Figure 12: Observed network operators.

band compared to 915MHz band (209 vs 69) whilst more packets are

transmitted on 915 MHz (39,792 vs 14,303). There is one operator

solely operating on 923MHz band, while TTN is present on both the

bands. It has been reported that TTN was initially deployed only on

915MHz band; and started supporting 923MHz more recently due

to changing market requirements where more and more sensors

started supporting only 923MHz band [11].

Takeaways: Extracted information of LoRadar provides regional

statistics of the available network operators in different frequency

bands and the number of unique sensors registered with these opera-

tors. This knowledge can greatly assist in a tactical operation or an

emergency. Moreover, estimation on the number of sensors currently

operating in the region for each operator is useful in such scenarios.

While the knowledge of the number of sensors and network operators

are paramount in certain scenarios, we note that it can be commer-

cially sensitive in Industrial IoT (IIoT) deployments.

5.3 Sensor Manufacturers

As explained in Section 3,DevEUI transmittedwith Join Requests and

Re-join Requests provides an opportunity to identify sensor manu-

facturers. Since DevEUI is a unique device identifier in IEEE EUI64

address space, it is possible to find the manufacturer with an online

API [28]. However, we can do this only if LoRadar can capture

Join Requests or Re-join Requests packets which accounts for only

14% of total packets captured in this study. Table 5 lists the sensor

manufacturers observed in the areas we investigated. We first ob-

served 15 unidentified devices belong to the same address range.

We then further investigated these sensors with JoinEUI. Similar to

DevEUI, JoinEUI is also an identifier in IEEE EUI64 address space,

which corresponds to the owner of the authentication server for the

particular sensor, which resulted in linking these 15 unidentified

sensors to Cravis Co. Ltd. Although the knowledge of the manufac-

turer does not always provide exact sensor type, in most cases it
leads to the identification of the type of sensors or the class of sen-

sors as shown in Table 5. For example, the identification of ‘Digital

Matter Pty Ltd’ led us to estimate those six devices are either GPS

trackers or accelerometers. Similarly, ‘Turbo Technologies Corpo-

ration’ only manufactures smoke detectors and vehicle detectors.

Understanding the type or class of sensors currently operating in

a given area provides significant value for situational awareness,

especially in emergency response scenarios.

In IoT, this can again be commercially sensitive information.

The current OTAA activation method in the LoRaWAN protocol

essentially allows us to obtain a reasonably accurate picture of a

competitor’s IoT deployment.

Takeaways: Sensor manufacturer can be identified from the Lo-

Radar captured Join Requests and Re-join Requests messages initi-

ated from OTAA sensors. This allows the estimation of sensor types,

providing a reasonably accurate picture of the IoT deployment.

5.4 Wireless Network Configurations

Themaximum allowed bit rates are defined by the Data rate, namely

the chosen Spreading Factor (SF) and the required bandwidth of the

sensor [35]. LoRaWAN allows sensors to dynamically adjust the bit

rate through the ‘Adaptive Data Rate’ (ADR) parameter, setting the

most significant bit of the FCtrl field of theData Messages (c.f. Fig. 2).

Fig. 11a shows the relationship between the maximum allowed bit

rates and the size of the PHY payload relative to the ADR status. We

observed that 1/3 of the total packets are not using ADR and these

packets are using lower payload sizes compared to the packets that

are using ADR. On the other hand, the selection of bit rates does

not majorly impact on the PHY payload size as expected, because

payload sizes are in the range of Bytes.

We then investigate whether there are location-specific configu-

rations of bit rates in Fig. 11b. The observed bit rates significantly

vary among locations. This is possibly due to the applications that

are being used in these specific locations. For example, Location 7

with its potential pedestrian counting utilizes a completely differ-

ent bit rate (3.125kbps) compared to all other locations. However,

overall, we observed that 89% of the configurations for the highest

two data rates (12.5kbps and 5.47kbps) uses ADR where only 60%

of the lower data rates use ADR.

Payload sizes and data rates can potentially be used to make

inferences about the actual functionality of the sensors. For example,

an attacker can fingerprint the default transmission patterns of a

range of sensors and seewhether such signatures are available in the

captured traffic. In some situations, especially in IIoT applications

functionality of deployed sensors can be commercially sensitive.

Takeaways: LoRadar provides information on data rates, payload

sizes of each device in the scanned area. These can be used to infer

the functionality of the sensors.
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Figure 13: Periodic nature of transmissions.

(a) Payload size vs transmission interval per packet
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Figure 14: Transmission interval and packet size.

5.5 Transmission Interval & Size

We analyze the exact transmission time in Fig. 13awith two example

devices, which illustrate the temporal behavior of the two types of

sensors. For every 10 minutes, Device B transmits once periodically

whereas Device A transmits 4 packets without a regular period. This

result shows the potential of fingerprinting sensors through passive

traffic monitoring and also the predictive nature of transmissions

from certain sensors. Fig. 13b depicts the cumulative distribution of

the standard deviation of transmission intervals of all sensors. This

shows that over 65% of the sensors are transmitting with intervals

that are having less than 10 seconds of standard deviation, further

highlighting that next transmission times can be predicted with

good accuracy for a larger portion of the devices. Moreover, this

also presents a security vulnerability as malicious attackers may

exploit this to perform a selective denial of service type attacks [5].
Next, we explore whether there is a relationship of transmission

intervals to different devices and deployments. Also in an attempt

to isolate different types of sensors by hypothesizing that same

payload length may indicate two sensors as the same, we show a

scatter plot of transmission interval (in seconds) against the payload

size (in bytes) in Fig. 14a. 22% of the total number of sensors were

removed from this analysis due to having only one packet and

therefore unable to calculate the transmission interval, as explained

in Section 3.3. The majority of LoRa sensors appear to transmit

within 1000 seconds, with a payload size of 35 Bytes or less. There

are two large groups of payload sizes around 25 Bytes and 45 Bytes

as shown in Fig. 14b. The horizontal linear patterns reveal 3 different

groups of transmission intervals — a long interval of approximately

3,500s, a middle interval of 900s, and a short interval of 10s. We

also see that a payload size of around 22 Bytes and an interval of

900s seem to be shared in common by four locations. In general,

transmitted payload sizes seem to be different across locations and

also clustered into few such as 923MHz location 6, 923MHz location

4, 915MHZ location 3, and 923MHz location 5. Overall, over 90%

of sensors have less than 1 hour transmission interval as shown in

Fig. 14c.

Similar to other parameters observed, the transmission interval

can also be vital information in situational awareness, especially

in disaster response. The disaster response team can rely on oper-

ational sensors if the transmission frequency is adequate for the

operation. It can also be useful in estimating wireless link quality

for the purpose of better design new deployments. For example, Lo-

cation 6 appears to have predominantly long transmission intervals

(∼3,700s), which suggests lower LoRa wireless network contention

despite a large number of sensors around.

Conversely, the ability to predict the new transmission interval

for identified sensors opens doors for targeted denial of service or

jamming attacks without disrupting the entire network operation.

Takeaways: LoRadar identifies temporal data transmission patterns

of each device that may serve in fingerprinting periodically trans-

mitting sensors. This information can be used positively for network

troubleshooting or adversely to perform selective attacks. Together

with LoRadar provided payload size information, it is possible to

isolate the sensors performing the same function.

6 Experimental Evaluation of Further Uses

In addition to providing the statistical information as in Section 5,

LoRadar provides a deeper analysis of the captured data that helps

to improve the network further. Such usecases are explained below.

6.1 Detecting Possible Collisions

6.1.1 Scenario: LoRa messages are more prone to collisions due

to their longer air-time. However, there are no collision avoidance

mechanisms such as channel sensing and time synchronisation

being used in LoRa because its physical layer is ALOHA based.

LoRa’s concurrent transmissions rely on orthogonal transmissions,

i.e, different SF in physically separated channels. However, non-

optimized SF and Physical channel selection in large scale LoRa

deployments make the collisions paramount. Assume a scenario

with a large scale LoRa deployment where the probability of colli-

sions has increased due to increased network density, leading to a

high chance of packet loss. In such situations, network administra-

tors require the knowledge of orthogonal transmissions in use, in
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Figure 15: Utilization of orthogonal channels and SF.

Figure 16: Device packet loss on congested vs other channels.

order to configure the end devices to transmit their data on a less

congested channel and SF. However, this is not possible without

LoRadar as the network servers do not provide overall network

statistics in the targeted location that is required to detect possible

collisions.

6.1.2 Experiment: We scanned a dense LoRaWAN that is not uti-

lizing the orthogonal channels efficiently. There are nearly 10,000

LoRaWAN packets and around 90% of the packets are transmitted

only on 8 orthogonal SF-channel pairs where 96 such transmissions

are possible. Then using the ChannelOccupancy API in LoRadar ,

we obtained the utilization of different SF and physical channels

and present it as a heat map in Fig. 15.

6.1.3 Results: The visualization in Fig. 15 shows that SF7 has the

highest congestion for most of the transmissions and few physical

channels, with many other orthogonal transmissions being less

populated. This transmission configuration will eventually lead to

high packet losses. Therefore, we further analyzed the packet loss of

each device and their corresponding orthogonal transmissions (See

Fig. 16). Most devices that are transmitting in the highly populated

physical channel and SF pairs have subjected to the highest packet

losses. Eventhough transmissions are in the highly populated phys-

ical channel and SF pairs, there may be devices having lower packet

loss as the collision has not occurred due to their transmissions not

overlapping temporally with other transmissions.

Although there are several work on incorporating channel sense

(CS) in LoRaWAN [24, 43, 44], current LoRaWAN specifications does

not implement any CS methods. Therefore, inefficiencies caused by

these CS methods such as hidden node problem and exposed node

problem are not applicable.

6.2 RSSI based device localization

6.2.1 Scenario: Assume a scenario where the location of a malfunc-

tioning device has to be estimated. RSSI based localization method

can be used in such scenarios. This method utilizes the propagation

loss model (shown in 1) to measure the distances from a node to the

beacons, and at least 3 such beacons received at different locations

are used in trilateration to obtain the location. However, trilatera-

tion cannot be applied to localize the LoRaWAN devices without

LoRadarbecause, although the device transmitted data is received

by all gateways in the coverage area and sent to the network opera-

tor, only the first received data is kept by the network operator and

others discarded. Hence, only one RSSI value can be seen in the

server console. However, with the use of multiple LoRadar placed

at different locations, the location of the node can be estimated

with the trilateration method.

𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑑 = 𝐴 − 10𝑛 ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑑) (1)

6.2.2 Experiment: We placed three LoRadars at different known

locations and monitored the RSSI values. Then the distance to the

node from each LoRadar is calculated using the propagation loss

model shown in 1. Here, 𝑑 is the distance, 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑑 is the RSSI received

at the distance 𝑑 ,𝐴 is the RSSI received at a distance of 1m, and 𝑛 is

the path loss exponent. The parameters 𝐴 and 𝑛 are environment-

dependent. In these calculations, we assume that the parameters

have consistent values in all directions from the node. To calculate

these two parameters, we used the measured RSSI values received

from a reference node (𝑅) located at a known location and solved

two simultaneous equations. These RSSI values are received by

LoRadar placed at a distance of 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 from 𝑅 are 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼1 and

𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼2 respectively, and the values are calculated using 2 and 3.

Then, by substituting these values in 4, the estimated distance 𝑑𝑥
from each LoRadar 𝑥 is obtained. Finally, the trilateration method

is applied to estimate the location of the node.

𝐴 =
𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑑2) ∗ 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼1 − 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑑1) ∗ 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼2

𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑑2) − 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑑1)
; (2)

𝑛 =
𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼1 − 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼2

10 ∗ (𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑑2) − 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑑1))
(3)

𝑑𝑥 = 10(
𝐴−𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑥

10∗𝑛 ) (4)

6.2.3 Results: Fig. 17 shows the location of the node estimated to a

close proximity with around 10 meters of error. This error is due to

the assumption of 𝐴 and 𝑛 values being consistent. However, in the

real world, these parameters have variations due to buildings and

other obstacles. Trilateration based localization has many applica-

tions and the accuracy can always be improved with more LoRadar

and reference nodes.

6.3 Radio Jamming Detection

6.3.1 Scenario: Radio jamming is used in wireless data networks

such as LoRa to disrupt information flow. Transmission of high

power radio signals from jammers decreases the SNR in the tar-

geted frequency of communication. There are three different types

of jamming attacks used in LoRa. 1) Continuous jamming - the sim-

plest to execute and involves the jammer to periodically transmit

on one channel; 2) Triggered jamming - more sophisticated as it
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Figure 17: RSSI based device localization.

Figure 18: Device mean RSSI, channel-wise packet distribu-

tion, droprate and standard deviation of transmission inter-

val (Tx STDev). Devices are in descending order of mean

RSSI.

scans a certain channel to detect the presence of any ongoing LoRa

messages with the preamble symbols and are triggered to inter-

fere with the transmission; 3) Selective jamming - most complex as

it involves listening to part of the LoRa message on any channel

and activating only when message headers match those of selected

targets (device or message type-specific, or other physical headers).

Assume a scenario where administrators of a certain LoRa net-

work observe a significant increase in drop rates for their devices at

a particular region and wish to investigate whether malicious jam-

ming is in action. In such situations, network administrators need

information regarding the activity of all devices in the region to

identify whether particular devices are transmitting with high RSSI

to create deliberate collisions. However, such information is not

available from the server-end as network providers are forwarded

only the information of devices registered under their network, so

malicious parties can assign the jammer a network header that does

not match any of the existing networks to hide its packets from

the server. LoRadar overcomes this limitation by sniffing all LoRa

transmissions before they are filtered by the network, making it

possible to capture packets from such configured jammers.

6.3.2 Experiment: We created a situation that deliberately inter-

feres with the LoRa data transmission by configuring an off-the-

shelf LoRa device to transmit only on one frequency channel with

a transmission power of 20 dBm. This was to increase the RSSI dif-

ferential with other devices that have 14 dBm transmission power

similar to regular LoRa devices. We assigned the jammer a network

header that did not correspond to any networks in [38]. Based on

the required dBm differential between the jammer and the target

node calculated in [6] for successive jamming, we configured all

devices to transmit on the same data rate to minimize the required

dBm differential. We selected the SF12 data rate to increase the col-

lision likelihood, as it has the longest time on air. Each Non-jammer

was set with different transmission intervals to simulate real-world

deployment with various types of sensors. By syncing the jammer’s

transmission time with non-jammer devices that were configured

to transmit on all channels, we were able to simulate the triggered

jamming scenario.

6.3.3 Results: To identify the presence of triggered jamming, we

follow four steps:

• Mean RSSI comparison - Fig. 18 shows that the mean RSSI of an

unknown device (jammer) is higher than those of known devices.

Their RSSI differential falls above the required jamming threshold

calculated in [6], thus signalling potential packet collision.

• Channel distribution inspection - The channel distribution of pack-

ets shows that the unknown device transmits only on one channel.

Packets from known devices are significantly less on this channel.

• Drop-rate comparison - Considerable drop-rate of the known

devices shows that the low distribution of Channel 1 is not due

to the randomness of channel selection from frequency hopping.

• High transmission interval standard deviation (Tx STDev) identi-

fication - The high standard deviation of the unknown device

coupled with the traits discussed above suggest that the unknown

device is a triggered jammer because triggered jammers have

highly irregular transmissions due to its dependence on other

device transmissions.

A particular device’s trace needs to be passed through all four

steps for the device to be identified as a jammer. Otherwise, an-

other network’s single-channel device or a LoRa device that only

transmits upon an event in the close proximity of LoRadar will

be misidentified as a jammer. While the experiment focuses on

triggered jamming, the same method can be used to detect other

jamming techniques. Continuous jamming caused by an unknown

device is identified by higher mean RSSI that is above the required

differential threshold, operate on one channel that also has low

utilization by other devices, having low drop-rate than other de-

vices, and have low Tx STDev. Selective jamming is identified in the

same way as in triggered jamming, but with the unknown device

transmitting on one or more channels.

6.4 Spectrum Policing

6.4.1 Scenario: LoRa sensors also support being manually con-

figured and deployed by users. This creates room for misconfig-

ured LoRa sensors that transmit more frequently than the allowed

transmission interval. Such behavior will lead to sensors quickly

depleting the daily duty cycle quota placed by the governing bodies,

resulting in the loss of data forwarded by the network provider as

they cannot enforce duty cycle on uplink messages except prevent-

ing sensors from using the network. This will also unnecessarily

congest the ISM frequency band. Assume a scenario with a large

scale LoRa deployment comprised of different sensor owners. In

such situations, radio frequency spectrum managers need to ob-

tain transmission intervals of every device and their chosen data

rate. This needs to be compared to the data rate’s corresponding
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Figure 19: Observed device-wise transmission intervals

against regions of satisfactory transmission intervals per

data rate. (Best viewed in color)

theoretical transmission intervals for spectral policing. However,

obtaining such information from network providers is not plau-

sible as different sensors may be connected to different network

providers, but can be addressed with LoRadar .

6.4.2 Experiment: We selected one out of the eight LoRa deploy-

ment locations we collected from and calculated the transmission

interval of each data rate utilized by the sensor. This location hosts

a university that is known to conduct various LoRa-related ex-

periments. For the ISM frequency band used by the location, we

calculate the lowest-possible transmission interval that will not

prematurely exhaust the daily transmission allowance. This cal-

culation is based on the time-on-air (𝑇𝑂𝑛𝐴𝑖𝑟 ) of the transmitted

packets (messages), by using the equations provided in the Semtech

LoRaWAN modem design guide [48]. We obtain the duty cycle of

a device by taking a ratio of its packet-wise time-on-air and the

observed transmission interval.

While the duty cycle in most regions is set to 1%, some network

service providers employ stricter transmission limitations. TTN, for

instance, imposes a Fair Access Policy that limits the uplink airtime

to 30 seconds per day per node. To demonstrate the feasibility of

LoRadar in providing spectrum policing even for such a case, we use

equation 5 to calculate the lowest-possible transmission interval

within the limitation for a range of LoRaWAN packet sizes obtained

at the location. Then using the SpectrumPolicing API in LoRadar ,

we obtained a scatter plot of the observed packets.

𝑇𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 =
Seconds in a day

30
×𝑇𝑂𝑛𝐴𝑖𝑟 (5)

6.4.3 Results: The visualization in Fig. 19 shows seven different

colored regions of suitable transmission intervals for each data

rate and packet size. The solid colored lines represent the lowest-

possible transmission interval for their corresponding data rates.

Colored markers represent the observed transmission frequency of

each LoRa sensor and its chosen data rate. Thicker markers denote

more number of sensors. Colored markers that are below their

respective solid line indicate LoRa sensors that are misconfigured

and transmitting more frequently than the recommended interval.

Overall, most of the sensors observed at the selected location appear

to be misconfigured. For sensors using data rate SF12, all 5 clusters

of LoRa sensor configurations fall below its respective green solid

line. Such sensors will eventually exhaust their daily duty-cycle

quota and lead to network servers ignoring additional messages.

7 Related Work

Empirical evaluations of LoRaWAN in thewild. Relatively few

studies obtained empirical data from LoRa networks in the wild.

To the best of our knowledge, none of the work proposed a

fully fledged tool and none of the work used only passive sniffing.

The most closely related to our work, is the study of The Things

Network by Blenn and Kuipers [7]. Authors obtained messages

from the API provided by TTN to access the data from all gateways

using a particular network session key for a period of six months.

On the other hand, some tools have been developed to scan LoRa

packets [19]. However, LoRadar have more features than these

tools such as LoRadar can scan all 8 channels simultaneously and

provides comprehensive data on the captured transmissions.
Gathering 16.2 million unique frames, they identified a strongly

skewed distribution concerning the amount of data transmitted by

the sensors. By analysing RSSI and SNR and occasional GPS data

in the payloads, authors conclude that the majority of devices are

located close to a gateway. Another key observation was that almost

all payloads are less than 50 Bytes. Our observations also indicated

that payload sizes rarely exceed 32 Bytes, although most are larger

than 20 Bytes. Though our own results showed the dominance of

TTN in our geographic region as well, we highlight that our work is

not limited to TTN only. In fact, our tool is generic and can discover

LoRa operators without any prior knowledge.

Yousuf et al. [57] deployed their own LoRa gateways and sensors

in a city-wide setting to estimate key performance metrics such

as throughput, coverage, and scalability. Our approach is different

since we rely only on passive sniffing. Demetri et al. [13] deployed

GPS sensors and used TTN Mapper2 to collect GPS data from end

devices and gateways for over a year. Collected data was then used

to validate a tool that is used to estimate link quality of LoRa.

LPWAN technology comparison and evaluation. A much

larger body of work compared different LPWAN technologies such

as LoRa, NB-IoT, and Sigfox, showing that each has application-

specific advantages. According to the authors, LoRa and Sigfox

outperform others in terms of battery lifetime, capacity, and cost.

Nonetheless, NB-IoT offers benefits in terms of data rate, QoS, and

range [23, 31, 52]. Casals et al. [9] developed models for the energy

efficiency of LoRaWAN devices whilst Brante et al. [20] proposed a

multi-antenna setup to enhance the network performance.

Wixted et al. [56] evaluated the range of LoRa end devices with

Semtech SX1272 transceivers and Kerlink gateways that was also

used by us in the third configuration of our tool. Several work

tested the possible range of the technology by conducting controlled

experiments. The authors of [42] demonstrated that, with a base

station antenna gain of 2 dBi, transmission power of 14 dBm, and

configuring the nodes to send packets at SF12, 5km coverage can

be achieved on the ground while Radcliffe et al. [45] evaluated the

practical range of LoRa networks.

2https://ttnmapper.org
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In contrast to above work, our proposed software and hardware

framework is novel as it is able to passively monitor LoRaWAN with-

out any prior knowledge of devices or network operators, and have the

capability of capturing packets in all the channels. To the best of our

knowledge, we are the first to conduct in the wild passive measure-

ments of real-world LoRaWAN deployments, study the operational

characteristics of live LoRa deployments, and provide insights.

8 Conclusion & Future Work

To summarize, we demonstrated the feasibility of passive packet

sniffing in LoRa sensor networks by developing a packet sniffer

from off-the-shelf hardware modules and exploiting the fact that

any LoRaWAN gateway can listen to all packets transmitted by

any sensors in range. We systematically validated the accuracy of

information extraction and the robustness of the developed tool;

LoRadar , by conducting a set of experiments with real devices in

controlled settings and in a real LoRa sensor network deployment.

We then deployed LoRadar in a large geographical region for over

50 days to demonstrate the usefulness of information extracted for

network troubleshooting and situational awareness applications.

Our measurement results also shed light on possible security vulner-

abilities and commercially sensitive information leakage through

LoRa networks. We have made the LoRadar software available to

the research community, enabling anyone to further contribute to

improve LoRadar . We also believe LoRadar will benefit research

community to drive further advancements of the technology.

In future work, we first aim to increase the portability of LoRadar

and enable much wider range of measurement scenarios. We then

intend to develop mitigation strategies to limit the sensitive infor-

mation leakage and predictive nature of transmissions, utilizing

LoRadar to validate the proposed strategies.
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9 APPENDIX

We aim to make our entire study reproducible, to allow interested

communities to obtain first-hand experience of LoRadar’s high util-

ity and further the state of research in LoRa. In this section, we

discuss our study in terms of repeatability (ability of the same

team to obtain the same result upon running the same measure-

ment), replicability (ability of independent teams to replicate our

original results upon using our data) and reproducibility (ability

of independent teams to arrive at the same factual conclusion by

using their own tools and measurements) [1].

9.1 Repeatability

IoT networks are prone to continuous changes as old sensors get

replaced and new sensors are added to the network. The volume

and type of sensors deployed, as well as the network operator used

highly depend on the location, making strict repeatability challeng-

ing. In order to prevent one-time effects, we continuously collected

data at each location for at least two weeks, lest a short collec-

tion period results in uncaptured packets due to the low frequent

transmission of LoRa devices. This can be viewed as 14 repeated

daily measurements. We argue that the low standard deviation of

transmission intervals in most devices supports the claim that our

measurements were repeatable.

9.2 Replicability

To allow others to replicate this paper, we provide all APIs, codes

and an anonymized version of the data that conceals sensitive

information such as location names. We host these on our Github

repository, including documentations on how to replicate our work,

accessible through:

https://github.com/loradar/loradar_tool

9.3 Reproducibility

We explain ways to reproduce our results presented in various

sections of this paper:

Validation in a Testbed: To reproduce our validation exper-

iment, a team would require some LoRa sensors and have their

data rate, transmission interval, activation method configured as

outlined in Section 4.1. Each sensor needs to have a valid Device

Address assigned and we recommend using The Things Network

for this task as it is free.

Once the sensor transmitted packets are collected by the team’s

own tool, certain sections of the physical payload needs to be ex-

tracted. The final three bits of the first byte (MHDR) shows the

message type. In terms of device identifiers, ABP devices contain

their Device Address in the next four bytes after MHDR, while

OTAA devices contain their Device EUI in the next eight bytes

after MHDR. The device identifiers are in Little Endian form, and

each pair of bytes need to be reversed. Information regarding the

network provider and packet frame count are only available for

data messages. Network provider prefix is located in the first two

bytes of the Device Address, while the frame count occupies the

seventh and eight bytes of the physical payload. Frame counts need

to be converted from Hexadecimal to Decimal.

Measurements in the Wild:While strict reproduction of our

results is difficult due to the reasons explained in Section 9.1, an

independent team is still able to obtain the same type of statistics

in our study such as the existing network operators, number and

types of sensors, wireless network configurations and transmission

interval and size. We recommend the data collection duration to be

at least three days to ensure sufficient packets are collected from

the less frequently transmitting LoRa sensors. The location of data

collection should also be as open as possible with good elevation

relative to surrounding buildings, to minimize lost packets. The

required information extraction steps and querying the obtained

information to an online database are explained in Section 5. Fur-

thermore, we provide the exact global configuration file that was

used for our in the wild measurement on our Github repository. An

independent team may change the key parameters explained in the

README file to suit their frequency band.
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